“

IF YOU ARE ON
SOCIAL MEDIA,
AND YOU ARE
NOT LEARNING,
NOT LAUGHING,
NOT BEING
INSPIRED OR
NOT NETWORKING,
THEN YOU ARE
USING IT WRONG.”
- GERMANY KENT
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Dimeli4AC Promotes

Empowering young students
to enhance their digital and
media literacy skills
The 2018 Renewed Key Competences Framework for
Lifelong Learning (LLL) give higher prominence to
civic competences highlighting the role of citizenship,
democratic values and human rights in today’s
increasingly connected global society. Although
in recent years, Member States were urging for
bridging the ‘digital gap’ between education and the
labour market, since 2015 the emphasis has actually
transferred to support students to participate safely,
effectively, critically, and responsibly, in a world filled
with social media and digital technologies which
create constantly changing demands, risks and
challenges.
The EU recognises the importance of empowering
individuals to act as responsible, active citizens
able to contribute to peaceful, tolerant, inclusive
and secure societies. Digital advances have brought
new challenges for Europe’s pupils, students and
teachers. Algorithms used by social media sites and
news portals can be powerful amplifiers of bias
or fake news, while data privacy has become a key
concern in the digital society. EU citizens, but above
all young students are vulnerable to cyber bullying
and harassment, predatory behaviour or disturbing
online content.
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The project aims:
• To empower young students to become
responsible, critical, global citizens for the
digitalised and connected world, while creating
blended learning opportunities to acquire digital
and media literacy skills to safeguard democracy
and common values
• To utilise the non-working time of schools in
order to set up On-line and In-house Digital
Media Literacy Labs and Observatories based on
synergies
• To introduce the idea of an interactive assessment
tool in the form of a game based on an avatar
(dc-meli)
• To strengthen the profiles of teachers and in doing
so to upgrade the quality of teaching /earning
services provided in formal schooling
• To promote whole school approaches towards
dealing with cross-sectoral issues

It raises awareness about media issues and media
creativity of students. Digital Media Literacy (DML) is the
ability to access, analyse, evaluate, and create media.
Media literate citizens are better able to understand
the complex messages we receive from all forms of
media. It empowers citizens with knowledge, skills and
attitude to critically access information and media, to
critically analyse information and media content, and
to engage with media and other information providers
for social, civic and creative purposes.

